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NEW QUESTION: 1
Consider the example of an analysis for fraud detection on
credit card usage. You will need to ensure higher-risk
transactions that may indicate fraudulent credit card activity
are retained in your data for analysis, and not dropped as
outliers during pre-processing. What will be your approach for
loading data into the analytical sandbox for this analysis?
A. OLTP
B. ETL
C. ELT
D. EDW
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network administrator wants to use an ACL, acl1, to control
traffic from devices in VLAN
12 as the traffic is routed out of VLAN 12. The ACL should not
control traffic within the VLAN.
Which keyword should the administrator enter at the
administrator enter at the end of this command:
Switch(config)# vlan 12 ip access-group acl1____
A. in
B. out
C. vlan-in
D. vlan-out
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
When creating a guest account on Cisco identity Services Engine
.Which option in the sponsor portal allows for the guest
credentials to be used for RADIUS authentication without
requiring the guest user to log into the guest portal?
A. Set the Guest role to Guest
B. Set the Guest role to Activated guest
C. Check the box to send email not send email notification id
the guest user name is based on the email address.
D. Set the Time Profile to Radius 1Day
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is a key benefit of using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure's
Resource Manager for your Terraform provisioning and management
activities?
A. You can use Resource Manager to identify and maintain an
Inventory of all Compute and Database Instances across your
tenancy.
B. Resource Manager has administrative privileges by design.
Even if your IAM user does not have access, you can leverage
Resource Manage provision new resources to any compartment in
the Tenancy.
C. Resource Manager manages the Terraform state file for your
infrastructure and locks the file so that only one Job at a
time can run on a given stack.
D. You can use Resource Manager to apply patches to all
existing Oracle Linux Instances In a specified compartment.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Resource Manager is an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure service that
allows you to automate the process of provisioning your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure resources. Using Terraform, Resource
Manager helps you install, configure, and manage resources

through the "infrastructure-as-code" model.
A Terraform configuration codifies your infrastructure in
declarative configuration files. Resource Manager allows you to
share and manage infrastructure configurations and state files
across multiple teams and platforms. This infrastructure
management can't be done with local Terraform installations and
Oracle Terraform modules alone.
JOB: Instructions to perform the actions defined in your
configuration. Only one job at a time can run on a given stack;
further, you can have only one set of Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure resources on a given stack. To provision a
different set of resources, you must create a separate stack
and use a different configuration.
The following image represents a generalized view of the
Resource Manager workflow.
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